Unity of All Elementary-Particle Forces
Howard Georgi~and S. L. Glashow Iyman Labo~ato~y of Physics, Harvard University, Cambndge, Massachusetts 02138 (Received 10 January 1974} Strong, electromagnetic, and weak forces are conjectured to arise from a single fundamental interaction based on the gauge group SU(5).
We present a series of hypotheses and speculations leading inescapably to the conclusion that SU (5) is the gauge group of the world~hat all elementary particle forces (strong, weak, and electromagnetic) are different manifestations of the same fundamental interaction involving a single coupling strength, the fine-structure constant. Our hypotheses may be wrong and our speculations idle, but the uniqueness and simplicity of our scheme are reasons enough that it be taken seriously. Our Lett. 19, 1264 A. Salam, in Proceedings of the Eigth Nobel Symposium, on Elementary Particle Theory, Relativistic Groups, and Anal'yticity, Stockholm, SMeden, 1968, edited by N. Svartholm (Almqvist and Wikell, Stockholm, 1968 We have measured total cross sections forP-P scattering with the results 0'z =40.42 +0.27 mb at 200 GeV/c and 40.40 +0.28 mb at 300 GeV/c. Our 300-GeV/c result is significantly higher than published data from the CERN intersecting storage rings. Our data, taken together with the Serpukhov data, indicate that the cross section rises = 2 mb between 60 and 250 GeV. The variation of the cross section with energy may be more complicated than the a+b ln s behavior commonly assumed for El,b~50 GeV.
We have carried out a measurement of protonproton total cross sections at 200 and 300 GeV/c with a proton beam at the National Accelerator Laboratory (NAL) . The standard good-geometry transmission technique was used with a liquidhydrogen target and scintillation counters. 
